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CRIMES AND OFFENSES

Proposed Constitutional Carry Act of 2019: To Amend Title 12 of the Official Code of Georgia Annotated, Relating to the Use or Possession of Any Handgun in Parks, Historic Sites, or Recreational Areas; and to Amend Title 16 of the Official Code of Georgia Annotated, Relating to the Definition of Carrying and Possession of Firearms & Executive Order by the Governor Temporarily Extending Renewal Requirements for Weapons Carry Licenses

CODE SECTIONS: O.C.G.A. §§ 12-3-10; 16-11-125.1, -126, -127, -127.1, -129; 38-3-51
EXECUTIVE ORDER: Ga. Exec. Order No. 05.08.20.01
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8, 2020
SUMMARY: In March 2020, Governor Brian Kemp (R) issued an Executive Order declaring a Public Health State of Emergency due to COVID-19. The Supreme Court of Georgia also issued a Judicial Order declaring a Statewide Judicial Emergency. The Council of Probate Court Judges subsequently characterized the processing of weapons carry licenses as non-essential and temporarily suspended license issuances to limit the spread of COVID-19. HB 2 would have eliminated the license requirement and the need for probate judges to process applications. However, HB 2 never received a hearing before the 2019–20 legislative session ended. Gun rights advocates called on Governor Kemp to suspend the licensing requirement in the midst of the pandemic and brought
a string of Second Amendment lawsuits challenging the suspension of the only avenue available to legally carry a gun in public for self-defense.

Introduction

In March 2020, at the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak, Americans bought approximately 2 million guns, nearly doubling the average of 1 to 1.2 million guns bought each month during 2018 and 2019.\(^1\) March’s sales marked one of the highest known monthly totals for gun sales—second only to January 2013, which followed President Barack Obama’s (D) re-election and calls for heavier restrictions after the tragic events at Sandy Hook Elementary School.\(^2\) The spike in sales, largely consisting of first-time gun owners, raised public health concerns and sparked nationwide gun rights debates.\(^3\) One particular issue was whether gun stores should be allowed to remain open along with other “essential” businesses during statewide virus-related shutdowns.\(^4\)

Georgia was no exception to the increased gun sales and Second Amendment debates occurring around the country.\(^5\) Although

---

2. Id.
5. Maya T. Prabhu, Digging Deeper: Georgia Law Bars Limiting of Gun Sales During Pandemic,
Georgia law generally prohibits limiting gun sales and though Governor Brian Kemp’s (R) Executive Order expressly precluded a gun sale ban, gun rights advocates still filed several lawsuits against the Governor, focusing on the essentiality, not of the operation of gun stores, but of licensure of gun possession.\(^6\) Georgia law requires a weapons carry license (WCL) issued by the judge of each county’s probate court to carry a handgun in public—openly or concealed.\(^7\) Georgia law also mandates that probate court judges issue WCLs to law-abiding applicants who pay the license fee and pass a criminal background check.\(^8\) However, due to COVID-19, judges all over the state refused to accept or process WCL applications, spurring a string of lawsuits.\(^9\)

Noting that both the U.S. Constitution and the Georgia Constitution guarantee a right to bear arms and that probate court judges eliminated the only means to lawfully exercise this right, various plaintiffs alleged that pausing the issuance of WCLs

---


8. § 16-11-129(a)(1) (“The judge of the probate court of each county shall . . . issue a weapons carry license or renewal license . . . .”) (emphasis added). A law-abiding applicant is someone who has met the criteria in Code section 16-11-129(b)-(d) to legally own a firearm, including filing an application under oath and meeting the age restriction requirement, § 16-11-129(b)-(d).

impinged on Second Amendment rights. Those plaintiffs also proposed executive action temporarily suspending WCL requirements as one potential remedy to preserve Second Amendment rights. Executive action temporarily suspending WCL requirements would effectively amount to temporarily enacting what is known as “constitutional carry” for the duration of suspension. Constitutional, or permitless, carry allows an individual of legal age (who is not otherwise restricted from carrying) to carry a handgun in public, openly or concealed, without a permit, license, or training. Prior to COVID-19, fifteen states adopted constitutional carry laws—three of which were adopted in 2019 or 2020.

In Georgia, legislators began their push for constitutional carry, among other gun-related bills, prior to the emergence of COVID-19. Following sweeping pro-gun legislation in 2014—which allowed residents with WCLs to take their handguns into some bars, churches, school zones, government buildings, and certain parts of airports—gun rights supporters pushed further with House Bill (HB) 2, which became known as the “Georgia Constitutional Carry Act of 2019.” After the COVID-19 outbreak, gun rights supporters

10. U.S. CONST. amend. II; GA. CONST. art. I, § 1, para. 8; see also Walters Complaint, supra note 6, at 18–19; Carter Complaint, supra note 6, at 6–7; House Complaint, supra note 6, at 4; Cummings Complaint, supra note 6, at 5.
11. Walters Complaint, supra note 6, at 20–21; Carter Complaint, supra note 6, at 7–8; House Complaint, supra note 6, at 5; Cummings Complaint, supra note 6, at 5.
renewed this push, calling on Governor Kemp to make constitutional carry law during the pandemic under his emergency powers.\(^\text{16}\)

Against this backdrop, this Peach Sheet explores the issue of constitutional carry during the COVID-19 pandemic, beginning with the constitutional carry background in Georgia both before and after the COVID-19 outbreak. This Peach Sheet then outlines the legislation of Georgia’s most recent constitutional carry bill, HB 2, and finally, explains why constitutional carry is unlikely to become law during COVID-19 by analyzing the actions taken and viewpoints expressed by the legislative, judicial, and executive branches.

### Background

State legislators were already considering constitutional carry in the State of Georgia before COVID-19.\(^\text{17}\) The following sections provide an overview of legislative, executive, and judicial actions concerning constitutional carry in the context of COVID-19.

### Legislative Actions and Bill Tracking of HB 2 and HB 156

Constitutional carry was first introduced in Georgia through HB 156 in 2017.\(^\text{18}\) The House read HB 156 for a second time on January 31, 2017, but the bill never made it to a hearing.\(^\text{19}\) Constitutional carry was reintroduced in HB 2 in 2019.\(^\text{20}\) Representative Matt Gurtler (R-8th) sponsored HB 2 in the House along with Representative Colton Moore (R-1st), Representative Kevin Cooke (R-18th), Representative Emory Dunahoo (R-30th), Representative Michael Caldwell (R-20th), and Representative David Stover (R-71st) cosponsoring.\(^\text{21}\) The House first read HB 2 on February 5,

---

19. Id.
21. Georgia General Assembly, HB 2, Bill Tracking [hereinafter HB 2, Bill Tracking],
The bill was read for a second time on February 6, 2019, and assigned to the Public Safety and Homeland Security Committee.\textsuperscript{23} On March 2, 2020, Governor Brian Kemp (R) and other state officials confirmed the first two cases of COVID-19 in Georgia.\textsuperscript{24} On March 13, one day after Georgia announced its first COVID-19-related death, the Lieutenant Governor and the Speaker of the House suspended the legislative session.\textsuperscript{25} Later that month, following the surge in gun sales, Representative Gurtler called for constitutional carry to become law.\textsuperscript{26} Representative Gurtler argued that people have the right to defend themselves, especially during a time of crisis.\textsuperscript{27} Senator Jen Jordan (D-6th) disagreed, stating that the “spike in sales of guns and ammunition underscores just how wrong Gurtler is.”\textsuperscript{28} The 2019–20 legislative session resumed on June 15 and then closed on June 26; however, HB 2 did not receive a hearing.\textsuperscript{29}

Executive Actions

On March 14, 2020, after suspension of the legislative session, Governor Kemp issued an Executive Order declaring a Public Health

\textsuperscript{22} State of Georgia Final Composite Status Sheet, HB 2, Aug. 7, 2020.
\textsuperscript{23} Id.; HB 2, Bill Tracking, \textit{supra} note 21.
\textsuperscript{27} Id. (quoting Sen. Jen Jordan (D-6th)).
\textsuperscript{28} Id. (quoting Sen. Jen Jordan (D-6th)).
State of Emergency for COVID-19. On April 2, 2020, Governor Kemp issued a statewide shelter-in-place Order, and while the Order expressly precluded bans on the sale of guns, it did not suspend the WCL requirements under Code section 16-11-126. Although Governor Kemp expressed that the WCL should not be enforced during COVID-19, he failed to use his executive power to suspend the requirement during the Public Health State of Emergency. When pressed by gun rights advocates, Governor Kemp defended his inaction by stating that his power to suspend a statute, arising under Code section 38-3-51, was limited to situations directly related to abating COVID-19.

Code section 38-3-51(d)(1) vests the Governor with the power to “[s]uspend any regulatory statute prescribing the procedures for conduct of state business, or the orders, rules, or regulations of any state agency, if strict compliance with any statute, order, rule, or regulation would in any way prevent, hinder, or delay necessary action in coping with [COVID-19].” Despite failing to suspend the WCL requirement, in applying this Code section, Governor Kemp used his State-of-Emergency power to suspend Code section 16-11-38(b)(4), which makes wearing a mask that conceals any part of the face a misdemeanor. Likewise, he suspended the road test required to obtain a Georgia driver’s license under Code section 40-5-27(a). On May 8, 2020, he also temporarily extended the thirty-day renewal requirement for WCLs that expired between

34. § 38-3-51(d)(1).
February 13, 2020, and June 12, 2020.\textsuperscript{37} Code section 16-11-129 requires that WCLs must be renewed within thirty days of expiring.\textsuperscript{38} Governor Kemp’s Order extended the renewal period for up to 120 days after the expiration of a WCL if the license expired during the dates specified in the Order or any time during the Public Health State of Emergency.\textsuperscript{39}

\textit{Judicial Actions}

On March 14, 2020, Chief Justice Melton of the Supreme Court of Georgia issued an Order declaring a Statewide Judicial Emergency.\textsuperscript{40} The Order stated that “[t]o the extent feasible, courts should remain open to address essential functions, and in particular courts should give priority to matters necessary to protect health, safety, and liberty of individuals.”\textsuperscript{41} However, the Order left what constitutes an essential service up for interpretation.\textsuperscript{42}

A few days later, the Council of Probate Court Judges (Council) labeled WCLs as a non-essential service because of the health risks involved with continuing to fingerprint applicants during the pandemic.\textsuperscript{43} To get a valid WCL, the applicant must be fingerprinted, which requires in-person contact and increases the risk of transmitting COVID-19.\textsuperscript{44} In contrast, the Council labeled issuance of marriage licenses, which does not include a fingerprinting process,
as an essential service because of its implications on inheritance rights and medical decisions.\textsuperscript{45}

Following the Council’s decision to suspend processing of WCLs during COVID-19, gun rights proponents pushed for constitutional carry, among other remedies, through four lawsuits targeting both Governor Kemp and probate judges.\textsuperscript{46} However, proponents saw little success because the district court was unconvinced by their arguments, and mootness precluded judicial relief as probate judges resumed processing applications.\textsuperscript{47}

Of the four lawsuits filed, only one, \textit{Carter v. Kemp}, produced some insight into the district court’s view on the merits of the Second Amendment claims.\textsuperscript{48} In \textit{Carter}, the plaintiffs—who sought a temporary restraining order (TRO) suspending the WCL law during the Public Health State of Emergency—argued that they were “completely precluded from exercising in any meaningful way their Second Amendment rights” during the Public Health State of Emergency.\textsuperscript{49}

Finding that the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in District of Columbia v. Heller was not a blanket ruling granting an “unlimited” right to carry in public, Judge Jones rejected the plaintiffs’ Second Amendment violation claim.\textsuperscript{50} He explained that Heller “did not define the extent to which the Second Amendment protects individuals seeking to carry firearms outside the home and in public.”\textsuperscript{51} Judge Jones also declined to suspend the WCL statute during the pandemic, noting that a WCL is not required to possess a handgun in one’s home, car, or place of business.\textsuperscript{52} In his Order

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{45} Monroe Interview, supra note 33.
\item \textsuperscript{46} Walters Complaint, supra note 6, at 20–21; Carter Complaint, supra note 6, at 7–8; House Complaint, supra note 6, at 5; Cummings Complaint, supra note 6, at 5.
\item \textsuperscript{47} See, e.g., Order Denying Plaintiffs’ Motion for Temporary Restraining Order, Carter v. Kemp, No. 20-cv-1517 (N.D. Ga. Apr. 20, 2020), ECF No. 35 [hereinafter Carter Order Denying Plaintiffs’ Motion for TRO]; see also, e.g., Monroe Interview, supra note 33.
\item \textsuperscript{48} Carter Order Denying Plaintiffs’ Motion for TRO, supra note 47.
\item \textsuperscript{49} Plaintiff’s Supplemental Brief in Support of Motion for TRO or Preliminary Injunction at 6, Carter v. Kemp, No. 20-cv-1517 (N.D. Ga. Apr. 12, 2020), ECF No. 12 [hereinafter Carter Plaintiff’s Supplemental Brief in Support of TRO].
\item \textsuperscript{50} Carter Order Denying Plaintiffs’ Motion for TRO, supra note 47, at 24, 27 (citing District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570 (2008)).
\item \textsuperscript{51} Id. at 23.
\item \textsuperscript{52} Id. at 23–26. In District of Columbia v. Heller, the Court held that statutes banning “handgun
denying the TRO, Judge Jones focused on the temporary nature of the plaintiffs’ as-applied Second Amendment challenge, highlighting that there was no indication that probate judges would “not resume processing [WCL] applications when the [S]tate of [E]mergency [was] lifted, and it [became] safe to do so.”

Despite Judge Jones’s Order suggesting that the refusal to issue or renew WCLs might not be unconstitutional, many gun rights advocates remain convinced that the Second Amendment is a no-compromise right. Moreover, questions remain as to whether the Governor does in fact hold the power to suspend the WCL statute under state-of-emergency powers, given that the court did not answer this question. As such, another statewide shutdown responding to an emergency, such as a spike in reported COVID-19 cases, could easily reanimate a slew of Second Amendment litigation.

Provisions of HB 2

HB 2 would have amended the following portions of the Official Code of Georgia Annotated relevant to the refusal to issue or renew WCLs: Article 1 of Chapter 3 of Title 12, relating to the use or possession of any handgun in parks, historic sites, or recreational areas; and Part 3 of Article 4 of Chapter 11 of Title 16, relating to the definition of carrying and possession of firearms. The overall purpose of the bill was to afford citizens who lawfully own guns the ability to carry the gun without a license carry permit.

possession in the home” are unconstitutional. 554 U.S. at 634–35. However, Justice Scalia, writing for the majority, took great care in explaining that like most rights, Second Amendment rights are not “unlimited.” Id. The Court in McDonald v. City of Chicago later incorporated the Second Amendment against the states. See 561 U.S. 742 (2010).

54. Monroe Interview, supra note 33; Gurtler Interview, supra note 16.
55. See Gurtler Interview, supra note 16; GCO Suspension Request, supra note 16; see also Carter Order Denying Plaintiffs’ Motion for TRO, supra note 47.
58. See id.
Section 2

Section 2 would have provided legislative findings such as that the founding fathers “acknowledged that the purpose of civil government is to secure God-given rights.”59 Further, the legislature found that “[e]vil resides in the heart of the individual, not in material objects.”60 Therefore, the government should not ban or restrict possession or use of material objects in a free and just society.61

Section 3

Section 3 would have amended subsection (o) of Code section 12-3-10.62 Code section 12-3-10 relates to unlawful acts in parks, historic sites, and recreational areas.63 The bill would have removed the WCL requirement to carry a handgun or long gun in parks, historic sites, or recreational areas.64 The bill would have allowed “lawful weapons carriers,” as defined in Code section 16-11-125.1, to lawfully carry in those areas.65

Section 4

Section 4 would have amended Code section 16-11-125.1 by adding subsection (2.1).66 Code section 16-11-125.1 provides the relevant definitions.67 Subsection 2.1 specifically defines “lawful weapons carrier” as:

[A]ny person who is not prohibited by law from possessing a weapon or long gun, any person who is licensed pursuant to Code [s]ection 16-11-129, or any person licensed to

---

59. Id.
60. Id.
61. Id.
62. Id.; see also O.C.G.A. § 12-3-10(o) (2012).
63. HB 2, as introduced, 2019 Ga. Gen. Assemb.; see also § 12-3-10.
64. HB 2, as introduced, 2019 Ga. Gen. Assemb.
carry a weapon in any other state whose laws recognize and give effect to a license issued pursuant to this part.68

Section 5

Section 5 would have amended Code section 16-11-126, which relates to the possession of a handgun or long gun on a person’s property, motor vehicle, or place of business.69 The bill would have removed this section entirely.70 Code section 16-11-126 requires a WCL to possess a gun outside of a person’s property, motor vehicle, or place of business.71 The bill would have also removed the permit requirement to carry a handgun or long gun in public places if the carrier was a lawful weapons carrier.72

Section 6

Section 6 would have amended Code section 16-11-127, which relates to where a person can lawfully carry a gun.73 In Georgia, a person must have a WCL to lawfully carry a handgun into government buildings, places of worship, and other private properties unless the property owner exercises their right to choose to exclude handguns from their private property.74 HB 2 would have allowed a lawful handgun carrier to carry a gun onto these properties without a WCL.75

Section 7

Section 7 would have amended Code section 16-11-127.1, which relates to carrying a handgun on school property.76 HB 2 would have

71. Id.; see also § 16-11-126.
74. HB 2, as introduced, 2019 Ga. Gen. Assemb.; see also § 16-11-127.
76. Id.; see also O.C.G.A. § 16-11-127.1 (Supp. 2020).
allowed lawful handgun carriers to carry concealed guns onto postsecondary education campuses without a WCL.\(^\text{77}\) The bill would have included certain exceptions for the authorized carrying of a handgun on school property, however, such as when in buildings used for sporting events, instructor offices, and student housing.\(^\text{78}\)

**Analysis**

**Legislative Stonewalls**

Prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, constitutional carry was introduced by Representative Matt Gurtler (R-8th) as a means of “restoring Second Amendment rights to all law-abiding citizens.”\(^\text{79}\) However, the Georgia legislature has not passed constitutional carry since first introduced in HB 156 in 2017—even with the election of Governor Brian Kemp (R) in 2018, who campaigned on Second Amendment rights and supported the bill.\(^\text{80}\)

Opponents have raised several issues with constitutional carry. First, even gun rights advocates acknowledge a problem with HB 2’s underlying notion that Second Amendment rights need to be “restored,” implying that having a WCL requirement violates the Constitution.\(^\text{81}\) As John Monroe, Vice President of GeorgiaCarry.Org and the plaintiffs’ attorney in three of the four Second Amendment lawsuits filed during the Public Health State of Emergency, pointed out: “There are plenty of examples where [citizens are] required to get a license to exercise a constitutionally protected right,” including the right to protest or get married.\(^\text{82}\)

---

78. Id.
79. Id. Gurtler Interview, supra note 16.
80. See discussion supra Part Background; Gurtler Interview, supra note 16 (“We have so much support for this legislation, including from the Governor now . . . . We [are] glad that we have Governor Kemp’s support.”); Lowry, supra note 26; see also Kemp for Governor, Jake, YOUTUBE (Apr. 27, 2018), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ABRz_epvic.
81. See discussion supra Section Provisions of HB 2; see also, e.g., Monroe Interview, supra note 33. Monroe stated: “I do [not] like the nomenclature of constitutional carry or that Second Amendment rights need to be restored because that implies that even by having the requirement for a license, [I] we [are] violating the Constitution. I do [not] think we are restoring the Second Amendment.” Id. He continued: “That kind of implies that it [has] gone somewhere, and I do [not] think it has.” Id.
82. Monroe Interview, supra note 33.
Second, opponents are concerned that increased gun ownership will lead to increased violence. Opponents believe firearms could embolden disputants to make their interactions lethal, and permitless carry could put more guns into the wrong hands. Representative Gurtler countered that belief, stating that “criminals make up a very small percentage of our population,” and that statistics contradict the “wild west type of scenario” painted by opponents because the highest crime rates are actually found in areas with the most gun control and vice-versa. He further contended that constitutional carry does not eliminate background checks because a background check is still required at the time of purchasing a gun but not a second time at licensing.

In addition, opponents have also stated that Georgia does not need to suspend the WCL requirement in place because the State already has some of the most lenient gun laws in the country. In Representative Spencer Frye’s (D-118th) view, constitutional carry represents an erosion of public safety and responsibility because inexperienced individuals continue to cause accidents, indicating that perhaps stricter gun training requirements are needed as opposed to more lenient carry laws.

Amidst this sharp, unwavering divide, constitutional carry has seen little progress with state legislators, even in the face of added pressure from the COVID-19 pandemic. Rather, the close of the 2020 term marked the fourth term that a constitutional carry bill did not receive a hearing, effectively neutralizing any hope of the
legislative branch having an immediate impact on constitutional carry during the pandemic.  

**Judicial Disappointments**

As with state legislators, constitutional carry has found little luck with the judiciary. After *Carter*, questions still linger as to whether Georgia can guarantee the right to bear arms but temporarily eliminate the only means citizens have to bear them. Some gun rights advocates, like Representative Gurtler and GeorgiaCarry.Org’s Monroe, take the position that any suspension prohibiting the exercise of Second Amendment rights—even if only temporarily—should be per se unconstitutional. However, this conclusion ignores the constitutional complexity of the issue and the rather extraordinary health emergency presented by the COVID-19 pandemic, which, as of October 10, 2020, resulted in more than 330,000 confirmed cases and 7,393 COVID-19 deaths in Georgia alone.

A 2020 U.S. Supreme Court case issued during the pandemic, though dealing with a free exercise claim, provided guidance for defining the balance between the competing interests of individual rights and public health. In *South Bay United Pentecostal Church v. Newsom*, the Court (by a 5-4 vote) denied an interlocutory request to temporarily enjoin the Governor of California’s Order that sought to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 by limiting the number of

---

90. See discussion supra Part Background.
91. See *Carter* Order Denying Plaintiffs’ Motion for TRO, supra note 47.
92. Monroe Interview, supra note 33; Gurtler Interview, supra note 16.
worshipers allowed at religious public gatherings while simultaneously exempting various types of businesses. The Court did not issue an opinion. Chief Justice Roberts wrote a concurrence, however, noting that the inquiry in evaluating whether the restriction should be lifted was a “dynamic and fact-intensive matter.” Citing Jacobson v. Massachusetts, he stated that politically-accountable officials should be given wide latitude in their efforts to mitigate the spread of COVID-19. He also emphasized that the case dealt with an emergency interlocutory order, which, to be granted, demanded that the constitutional violation be “indisputably clear,” thus leaving the door open for a decision on the merits in a case with more compelling circumstances.

Despite this possibility, Chief Justice Roberts’s approach provides a strong starting point for analysis of the constitutional issues with the refusal to issue or renew WCLs during the Public Health State Of Emergency. Further, the facts here are strikingly similar to South Bay United Pentecostal Church and thus do not create more compelling circumstances. Both deal with temporary restrictions of a constitutional right in furtherance of public health policies aimed at limiting the spread of COVID-19. Likewise, neither right was uniquely targeted among other constitutional rights during statewide COVID-19 related shutdowns. Public school closings prohibiting

95. Id. at 1613.
96. Id.
97. Id. (Roberts, C.J., concurring).
98. Id. at 1613–14 (citing Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 38 (1905)).
100. See Carter Order Denying Plaintiffs’ Motion for TRO, supra note 47, at 31–32 (taking a similar approach by relying on Jacobson, prior to the South Bay United Pentecostal Church decision, to define the boundaries of public health and individual rights).
102. Compare S. Bay United Pentecostal Church, 140 S. Ct. at 1613 (Roberts, C.J., concurring), with Carter Order Denying Plaintiffs’ Motion for TRO, supra note 47, at 1.
103. Compare S. Bay United Pentecostal Church, 140 S. Ct. at 1613–14 (Roberts, C.J., concurring), with Carter Complaint, supra note 6, and Carter Order Denying Plaintiffs’ Motion for TRO, supra note 47, at 22–33.
free education guaranteed by many state constitutions and bookstore closures impacting freedoms of speech are illustrative of this point.\footnote{104}

Additionally, both the refusal to issue or renew WCLs and the restriction on religious gatherings in \textit{South Bay United Pentecostal Church} raised issues of discrimination in favor of comparable policies implicating the right to marry and general business operations, respectively, which were given exemptions.\footnote{105} Notably, in \textit{South Bay United Pentecostal Church}, no attempt was made to distinguish business exemptions given to shopping malls, factories, and restaurants, other than by labeling them as “dissimilar” and by grouping them with concerts and movie showings, which received more severe restrictions.\footnote{106} On the other hand, probate judges in Georgia have arguably provided a compelling justification to distinguish marriage license processing: in-person fingerprinting is not necessary.\footnote{107}

Finally, although the failure to issue or renew WCLs may preclude gun owners from carrying in public, the restriction of religious gatherings likewise precludes religious attendance beyond the numerical threshold.\footnote{108} Further, as Judge Jones suggested in \textit{Carter}, “preclusion” may not even be an accurate description, given that no WCL is required to carry in one’s home, car, or place of business.\footnote{109} Additionally, the temporary pause here—lasting only a few weeks, with a set expiration date—is arguably more akin to a waiting period restriction than the complete ban barred in \textit{Heller}.\footnote{110} As of October

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{104. Blocher, supra note 93.}
\footnote{105. Compare \textit{S. Bay United Pentecostal Church}, 140 S. Ct. at 1614 (Kavanaugh, J., dissenting), with \textit{Walters Complaint}, supra note 6, at 12–13.}
\footnote{106. See \textit{S. Bay United Pentecostal Church}, 140 S. Ct. at 1613 (Roberts, C.J., concurring). In his dissent, Justice Kavanaugh remarked that “[w]hat California need[ed] [was] a compelling justification for distinguishing between (i) religious worship services and (ii) the litany of other secular businesses that are not subject to an occupancy cap. California has not shown such a justification.” \textit{Id.} (Kavanaugh, J., dissenting).}
\footnote{107. Monroe Interview, supra note 33 (detailing the distinctions offered by probate judges and offering counter arguments). Marriage also implicates inheritance rights and medical decisions. \textit{Id.}}
\footnote{108. Compare \textit{S. Bay United Pentecostal Church}, 140 S. Ct. at 1613 (Roberts, C.J., concurring), with \textit{Carter Plaintiff’s Supplemental Brief in Support of TRO}, supra note 49, at 5.}
\footnote{109. \textit{Carter Order Denying Plaintiffs’ Motion for TRO}, supra note 47, at 26–27.}
2020, only nine states and the District of Columbia applied such waiting periods to firearm purchases.\textsuperscript{111} Additionally, the Ninth Circuit had recently upheld a ten-day waiting period, a decision that the U.S. Supreme Court declined to review in 2018.\textsuperscript{112}

Although Justice Thomas criticized the lower court’s review of the waiting period and the general treatment of Second Amendment claims, the public health interest here—limiting the spread of an unprecedented health emergency—potentially provides a compelling and distinguishable governmental interest.\textsuperscript{113} As such, though the refusal to issue or renew WCLs may place a burden on Second Amendment rights, the temporary delay does not necessarily amount to an unconstitutional ban on the right to keep and bear arms.\textsuperscript{114} Indeed, \textit{South Bay United Pentecostal Church} suggests that it might not.\textsuperscript{115} However, the longer that the refusal to issue or renew WCLs lasts and the less “temporary” it appears, the more significant the burden on Second Amendment rights becomes, potentially moving the needle across the unconstitutional threshold.\textsuperscript{116}

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{111} Waiting Periods, supra note 110.

\textsuperscript{112} Silvester v. Harris, 843 F.3d 816, 819 (9th Cir. 2016) (reversing the district court’s decision that found that a ten-day waiting period violated the plaintiffs’ Second Amendment rights).

\textsuperscript{113} See \textit{S. Bay United Pentecostal Church}, 140 S. Ct. at 1613–14 (Roberts, C.J., concurring) (suggesting that COVID-19 could be a compelling governmental interest); Silvester v. Becerra, 138 S. Ct. 945, 945 (2018) (Thomas, J., dissenting) (describing the lower courts’ intermediate scrutiny analysis of a ten-day waiting period as “indistinguishable from rational-basis review” and “symptomatic . . . of a general failure to afford the Second Amendment the respect due an enumerated constitutional right.”) pointing to the Court’s “continued inaction” as evidence of the Second Amendment’s status as a “disfavored right”); see also Timothy Zick, The Second Amendment As a Fundamental Right, 46 HASTINGS CONST. L.Q. 621 (disputing the idea that the Second Amendment is a second-class right); Darrell A. H. Miller, The Second Amendment and Second-Class Rights, HARV. L. REV. BLOG (Mar. 5, 2018), https://blog.harvardlawreview.org/the-second-amendment-and-second-class-rights/ [https://perma.cc/9YQ5-W8QU].

\textsuperscript{114} Blocher, supra note 93.

\textsuperscript{115} See \textit{S. Bay United Pentecostal Church}, 140 S. Ct. at 1613 (Roberts, C.J., concurring); see also Calvary Chapel Dayton Valley v. Sisolak, 140 S. Ct. 2603 (2020) (denying injunction and again refusing to overturn a governor’s restrictions on gatherings that limited assemblies for religious worship); Republican Nat’l Comm. v. Democratic Nat’l Comm., 140 S. Ct. 1205 (2020) (overturning district court’s decision to extend absentee voting deadline that ran contrary to Wisconsin law). But see \textit{S. Bay United Pentecostal Church}, 140 S. Ct. at 1615 (Kavanaugh, J., dissenting) (stressing that although “the state . . . has substantial room to draw lines, especially in an emergency,” the Constitution imposes restrictions, here forbidding discrimination against religion).
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Executive Reluctance

Following the COVID-19 outbreak, Governor Kemp suspended enforcement of the Code section that made wearing a mask that conceals any part of the face a crime, waived road tests for driver’s license applicants, and eventually extended the WCL renewal period, but he opted against suspending enforcement of the WCL Code section.117 After recanting a course of inaction concerning the promotion of gun rights by Governor Kemp since his election, GeorgiaCarry.Org’s Monroe asserted that Governor Kemp views issues such as permitless carry as “too controversial.”118 With an election looming in November 2020, this theory was suggested by at least one source.119

Governor Kemp explained, however, that he only has the authority to suspend statutes directly related to abating the spread of the virus under Code section 38-3-51.120 This position is problematic for several reasons. Although wearing a mask is certainly directly related to preventing the spread of COVID-19, this claim does not fully explain or distinguish the road test suspension and a WCL renewal extension from suspending enforcement of the WCL Code section.121 Even if suspending the WCL Code section does not meet Governor Kemp’s “directly related” threshold in the same way that a mask does, neither the WCL renewal extension nor the road test suspension meet the threshold either. As GeorgiaCarry.Org’s Monroe pointed out, with a road test, “the student driver and the driver examiner do

118. Monroe Interview, supra note 33.
119. See Richards, supra note 14.
121. Monroe Interview, supra note 33.
[not] have to sit in the car together, but that [is] not directly related to preventing the spread of the disease the way a mask does."122

Similarly, a WCL renewal extension may prevent interactions between applicants and individuals issuing extensions, but the impact on abating the virus is much less than wearing a mask.123 There is more interaction required for a new WCL applicant compared to a WCL renewal. Although both require the applicant to sign the documents in-person, only new applicants must also complete a fingerprint background check by a law enforcement agency or approved vendor; a renewal only requires a name search background check.124

Notably, suspending road tests also raises public interest concerns directly analogous to suspending the WCL statute—that unskilled individuals may be putting a great number of lives at risk.125 In 2016, car accidents caused 4,074 deaths of children and adolescents under the age of nineteen in the United States.126 In comparison, that same year, guns caused 3,143 deaths of children and adolescents under the age of nineteen in the United States.127 As such, guns are not necessarily inherently more dangerous than motor vehicles.128

Moreover, Governor Kemp’s position on suspending enforcement of the WCL Code section appears to reflect a policy choice rather than an understanding of a restriction on his Public Health State of Emergency powers. Though a November 2020 election could certainly shake things up, the Governor’s noted reluctance along with the divisive nature of this issue among lawmakers does not paint a promising picture for constitutional carry during a future statewide-emergency shutdown.129
Conclusion

Georgia may have sidestepped the nationwide debate on the essentiality of gun stores.\(^\text{130}\) However, Georgia’s refusal to issue or renew WCLs in response to COVID-19 raised a very similar Second Amendment issue.\(^\text{131}\) Despite practical inability to exercise gun rights during the COVID-19 Public Health State of Emergency, neither the legislature, the courts, nor the Governor gave life to constitutional carry, and that inaction seems unlikely to change in the near future.\(^\text{132}\) As such, constitutional carry will likely stay holstered during COVID-19.\(^\text{133}\)
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